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Abstract 
 

This paper presents the mathematical modelling and design of a flat plate 

photoreactor with a fixed film photocatalyst to degrade phenol. Phenol was used as 

target pollutant as it is one of the most studied contaminants in photocatalysis and it is 

present in many of the wastewater streams containing pesticides, drugs, and dyes 
which cannot be treated with conventional wastewater technologies.  

 

To model the photoreactor, first a Zero Reflectance Model assuming no energy 

absorption or scattering by the fluid phase was used to compute the rate of photon 

absorption. Interest was also placed on determining the effect of the photocatalytic 
film thickness on both the internal diffusion and the rate of photon absorption. 

Afterward, the material balance of the pollutant was computed considering 

convection, diffusion, and a Langmuir Hinshelwood type of kinetics to describe the 

degradation of phenol.  

 
As the reaction just takes place at the bottom of the reactor, external mass transfer 

limited the overall phenol degradation. Therefore, several reactor heights were 

investigated to diminish external mass transfer limitations and determine the optimal 

photoreactor dimensions. For instance, for a throughput of 50 liters per day and 

assuming 10 hours of sunlight, to reach 95% phenol conversion the photoreactor 
height should be below 0.45cm, which corresponds to a photoreactor length of 

approximately 25 meters. In contrast, when the reactor height was diminished to 

0.1cm, the required reactor length to reach 95% conversion decreased to 10 meters.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Keywords: advanced oxidation technologies, heterogeneous catalysis, photocatalysis, 
titanium dioxide, mineralization, fixed film, flat plate photoreactor, phenol, 

photocatalyst thickness, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, diffusion, diffusion limitation, local 

rate of photon absorption, conversion, residence time.  
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1. Introduction: The water 
problem 

Inadequate access to clean drinking water and sanitation has become one of the most 

common problems affecting people all around the world. In 2010, the United Nations 

declared the access to clean drinking water a human right [1] and how a more 

sustainable water management is critical to achieve the Millennium Development 
Goals [2]. However, due to industrial development, global population growth, and 

long-term droughts caused by climate change, the number of people without access to 

clean drinking water is just expected to increase [3].  

 

According to Malato et al [4], it is estimated that around 4 billion people worldwide 
have little or no access to clean or sanitized water supply. Although the lack of access 

to clean drinking water and sanitation pose a global challenge, the problem is worse 

for developing countries where water resources are limited and about half of the 

population suffers from one of the main waterborne diseases caused by microbial and 

viral pathogens (such as diarrhea), worm infestation (such as Ascaris and Hookworm), 
and bacteria (such as trachoma) [5].  

 

In addition, emerging contaminants such as pharmaceuticals, personal care products, 

pesticides, drugs, dyes, and endocrine-disruptive compounds have been found in 

treated wastewater, surface waters, and drinking water [6,7]. These emerging 
contaminants cannot be treated with conventional wastewater technologies [8] and 

may accumulate in the aquatic environment where they cause interferences with the 

endocrine system of higher organisms, and microbiological resistance in soil, plants, 

and animals [9].  

 
For instance, conventional filtration technologies remove the pollutants from the 

liquid phase by concentrating them in the retentate, which creates a secondary 

pollution problem as the retentate requires further treatment [10]. Additionally, 

reverse osmosis, membrane filtration, and adsorption with activated carbon involve 

high energy consumption and high operating costs [11].  
 

Advanced biological treatments are only effective on biodegradable compounds that 

can be attacked by the specific microbial system [12]. Chemical processes such as 

chlorination or ozonation are unable to mineralize all organic pollutants; and due to 

their high operating costs [13], they are only economically viable when the pollutants 
are present in high concentrations [14]. When using chlorination, certain disinfecting 

byproducts (DBPs) known as potential carcinogens such as trihalomethanes are 

formed [15]. On the other hand, ozonation avoids most of the hazardous DBPs 

associated with chlorination processes, but small amounts of bromate ions are still 

generated [16].  
 

The inadequate removal of emerging contaminant by conventional water treatment 

technologies has led to the rapid development in Advanced Oxidation Technologies 

(AOTs). These AOTs are based on the generation of high reactive species (OH, O2
•-, 

O3) capable of completely degrading organic compounds, water pathogens, and 
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disinfect byproducts [4,17]. Among these AOTs, photocatalysis has been proposed as 

a viable and highly efficient process to degrade organic compounds and mineralize 

them into carbon dioxide and water [3]. However, unlike other AOTs which are based 
on the use of additional chemical reactants, the kinetic behaviour of photocatalysis 

usually follows a saturation behaviour [18]; which is why typical applications of 

photocatalysis are at a low concentration of pollutants.  
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2. Photocatalysis  
Photocatalysis is an attractive technology because of its various potential applications 

in disciplines such as selective chemical synthesis [16], environmental technology 

[18], and medicine [19]. Although heterogeneous catalysis in selective processes is 

not frequently employed, there is increasing interest in those processes due to its 
possibility to avoid heavy metal catalysts, strong chemical oxidants or reducing 

agents, and high operating temperature and pressure [20]. Selective photocatalytic 

applications include organic transformations for the synthesis of fine chemicals such 

as the reduction of carbon dioxide into methanol [20–24], water splitting for hydrogen 

production [16,18,20], and selective oxidation of organic compounds such as alcohols 
to carbonyls [16].  

 

Regarding medical applications, cancer treatment is one of the most important 

applications associated with photocatalysis [19]. For example, a 30-minute 

illumination in the presence of TiO2 leads to complete killing of human U 937 
monocytic leukemia cells [25]. However, as the skin presents weak penetration of UV 

light, the use of fiber optics or surgery is usually needed for this application [26]. 

Other medical applications of photocatalysis include photokilling of pathogenic 

microorganisms, bacteria, and viruses in environments where biological 

contamination must be prevented [27].  
 

Non-selective applications are mainly applied to environmental remediation of non-

biodegradable molecules from water and air [18]. Here, the contaminants are 

mineralized into stable inorganic molecules such as carbon dioxide, water, and salts. 

In environmental technology, photocatalysis has also been employed to disinfect 
wastewater streams [16]. Even though inactivation of bacteria via photocatalysis is 

currently restricted to low volumes of water with low microbial contamination [28] it 

has proven to kill efficiently very resistant Gram-negative bacteria, such as 

Enterobacter cloacae which can otherwise not be inactivated [29].   

2.1. Photocatalytic mechanism 

The overall heterogeneous photocatalytic process follows the same steps as 

conventional heterogeneous catalysis [21]. As it is illustrated in Figure 1, the reactants 

first have to diffuse from the fluid phase to the surface of the catalyst where they are 

adsorbed. Once adsorbed, they react on the surface of the catalyst. Afterward, the 

products are desorbed from the catalyst surface and diffuse onto the fluid phase.  
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the main steps in heterogeneous catalysis: (1) transfer of reactants from the fluid 

phase to the surface of the catalyst; (2) adsorption of the reactants on the surface of the catalyst; (3) reac tion in the 

adsorbed phase; (4) desorption of the products into the fluid phase (after [30]).  
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The main difference with conventional catalysis is that photo-induced reactions are 

activated by the absorption of a photon rather than by thermal energy [21]. When a 

semiconductor catalyst is illuminated with photons with equal or greater energy than 
the band gap of the catalyst, these photons are absorbed and an electron-hole (e- h+) 

pair is generated. Although thermal energy is inadequate to activate the photocatalyst, 

the temperature of operation is still an important parameter [3]. Operating at low 

temperatures favours adsorption; hence, the desorption of the products will limit the 

reaction rate. On the opposite, operating at high temperature limits the adsorption of 
the reactants onto the TiO2 surface and promotes the recombination of charge carriers. 

As a consequence, the optimum operating temperature has been found between 20°C 

and 80°C [21]. 

 

Various semiconductor catalysts such as ZnO, ZrO2, TiO2, CeO2, CdS, Fe2O3 have 
been investigated for photocatalytic processes [21]. Nonetheless, the best 

photocatalytic performances are always obtained with TiO2 [13,31–35]. Titanium 

dioxide is the most active photocatalyst under the photon energy of 300 to 390nm [3] 

and has the advantages of being chemically and biologically inert, photocatalytically 

stable, cheap, easy and safe to manufacture and use, and it is able to efficiently 
catalyse reactions [21,31]. Figure 2 illustrates some of the aforementioned catalysts 

together with the redox potential of some organic compounds. 

 

 
Figure 2: Band positions (top = valence band, bottom = conduction band) of several 
semiconductors together with the redox potential of some organic compounds (after [16]).  

 

Despite all the aforestated advantages of TiO2, its bandgap of 3.0 (for rutile) or 3.2 eV 

(for anatase), means that it is only activated by ultraviolet (UV) light and not by 

visible light [3]. As only 5% of the sunlight reaching the Earth’s surface is in the near 
UV wavelength, one of the most active areas of research is that of doping the catalyst 

to shift its activating wavelength to the visible spectrum as the efficient use of solar 

light will decrease costs considerably [24].  

 
Figure 3 presents a schematic of the photocatalytic process with TiO2 as photocatalyst 

when it is excited with adequate photon energy (hv), together with some of the redox 

reactions that take place [3,18,24]. As the photon is absorbed, the electron (e-) is 

promoted from the valence band to the conduction band (e-
CB), generating a hole in 
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the valence band (h+
VB) (see also Equation (2.1)). Generally, during the transport of 

the photogenerated electrons and holes to the catalyst surface, two things can happen: 

they either recombine and dissipate energy as heat (see also Equation (2.4)), or they 
react with an electron acceptor and an electron donor on the particle surface, and 

initiate the reduction and oxidation processes, respectively [21,22,24].  

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic mechanism of electron-hole pair formation of a spherical TiO2 particle 
together with some of the redox reactions that take place (after [18]).  

 
The photogenerated electron that reached the surface of the catalyst (e-

TR) must react 

to avoid recombination. Therefore, electron acceptors (or scavengers) must be present 

[18]. Oxygen is the most commonly used electron acceptor. The oxygen-involved 

species (HO2
∙, HO2

-, O2, O2
∙-, H2O2) are present either in the interface or in the bulk 

solution and participate in the degradation kinetics which leads to the final 
mineralization of the organic species [18,36].  

 

After the photogenerated hole diffuses towards the surface of the catalyst (h+
TR), it 

either reacts with the adsorbed solvent molecules (see also Equation (2.6)), or with an 
adsorbed substrate by interfacial electron transfer, oxidizing the adsorbed species (see 

also Equation (2.7)) [18,36,37]. It should be noted that the hydroxyl radicals with an 

unpaired electron are highly reactive species, which due to their high oxidation 

potential of 2.80V are capable of oxidizing almost all organic pollutants in water [18].  
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Photoexcitation:  
2 VB CBTiO hv h e        (2.1) 

Charge carrier trapping:  
CB TRe e       (2.2) 

Charge carrier trapping:  
VB TRh h       (2.3) 

Electron-hole recombination: 
CB VBe h heat       (2.4) 

Reduction:  
2, 2,TR ads adse O O         (2.5) 

Oxidation:  
TR ads adsh OH OH         (2.6) 

  
TR ads adsh RX RX         (2.7) 

 

According to Turchi and Ollis [38], once the hydroxyl radical is formed, the reaction 

can take place in four different situations:  

i. The reaction occurs while both species are adsorbed  

1, 2,adsads adsOH R R         (2.8) 

ii. A non-bound radical reacts with an adsorbed organic species  

1, 2,adsadsOH R R         (2.9) 

iii. An adsorbed radical reacts with a free organic species that diffuses towards 

the catalyst surface  

1 2adsOH R R          (2.10) 

iv. The reaction happens between two free species in the bulk solution  

1 2OH R R          (2.11) 

Although all the aforementioned situations are possible, the main photocatalytic 

degradation process takes place on the surface of the catalyst (Equations (2.8) to 
(2.10)) [18].  

 

Moreover, the electron-hole recombination must be prevented as much as possible. As 

mentioned before, recombination corresponds to the degradation of photoenergy into 
heat; hence, reducing the quantum yield [21]. Strategies to diminish the electron-hole 

recombination include doping [39], surface modification of the catalyst [40] and 

amalgamation with electron scavenging agents [41]. The latter one has been the most 

popular approach where scavenging agents such as metals [42], carbonaceous 

materials [43], and polymers [44] have been investigated. Although under the 
carbonaceous materials carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and graphene have been 

investigated, graphene has had the greatest interest  due to its ease of fabrication [35], 

its large surface area (2600 m2g-1) [45], optical transparency [46], excellent 

mechanical strength [47], high thermal conductivity [48], and high room temperature 

charge carrier mobility [49].  
 

Graphene also plays a major role in water decontamination as the formation of a π-π 

stacking between the aromatic rings of graphene and organic pollutants facilitates 

their adsorption and thus enhances its quenching [20,35]. However, for an efficient 

synergistic effect catalyst-graphene, the amount of metal oxide loading to the 
graphene support has to be optimized. Graphene improves the photocatalytic activity 

of the catalyst until a certain threshold. Beyond that threshold limit, reduction of the 

photocatalytic activity occurs due to the absorption and scattering of photons by 

excess carbon content [35]. Despite all the advances in graphene technology, still 

further research is needed to fully understand the interactions between graphene and 
metal oxides to design more effective photocatalysts.  
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2.2. Photoreactors: types, challenges, and limitations  

The design of a photoreactor differs from traditional chemical reactors as the 

geometry of the reactor is of significant importance to guarantee that photons are 
collected in an effective way by the photocatalyst. Several reactors have been 

proposed for photocatalytic processes: slurry reactors, annular reactors, immersion 

reactors, optical tube reactors, optical fiber reactors, among others [24]. Nonetheless, 

industrial applications have remained limited, mainly for two reasons:   

i. Photon transfer limitations 
ii. Mass transfer limitations  

 

 
Figure 4: Examples of different photoreactors: (a) Flat-plate with immobilized catalyst 
photoreactor (after [50]), (b) Slurry fluidized bed photoreactor (after [51]), (c) Monolith 

photoreactor (after [52]), (d) Spinning disc photoreactor (after [53]), (e) Annular photoreactor 

(after [54]).  

 

With respect to photon transfer limitations, it has to be noted that the irradiance of 

light decreases inversely with the square of the distance from the source of light; 

hence, a small distance between the light source and the catalyst is preferred. In 

addition, light may be absorbed on the way to the catalyst as it has to travel through 
the fluid. Thus, it is very difficult to achieve uniform irradiance throughout the 

catalyst surface. Better uniformity may be achieved by increasing the distance 

between the light and the catalyst; however, this will decrease the average incident 

irradiance [24].  

 
To overcome photon transfer limitations, optical fibers is the most investigated 

technology [24,55]. In optical fibers, light is propagated along their length by 
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reflection on the fiber and the catalyst is typically coated on the stripped fibers. 

However, the main drawbacks are that light intensity decreases exponentially along 

the axial direction of the fiber and that charge carriers are generated far from the 
liquid-catalyst interface, augmenting the probability of recombination. Still much 

research is needed to optimize certain parameters such as the thickness of the coating, 

the fiber diameter, and the fact that optical fibers may take up a large fraction of the 

reactor volume [24].  

 
To avoid mass transfer limitations, the contact between the catalyst and reactants 

should be maximized. Slurry systems are by far the most investigated photoreactors 

[21,24,32] as there is good contact between the catalyst and the reactants. However, 

their main drawback is the catalyst recovery downstream, which increases operation 

costs [56]. Among slurry photoreactors, fluidised bed photocatalytic reactors (see 
Figure 4b) have been proposed to overcome mass transfer limitations. Even though 

they have the associated problems of being a dispersed phase reactor, the generation 

of bubbles enhances light penetration compared to conventional slurry reactors 

[24,32].  

 
Another disadvantage of slurry systems relies upon that the penetration of the light is 

further limited by the absorption of the TiO2 particles and dissolved organic species 

[57], which is why many other researchers advocate for reactor designs with 

immobilized catalysts over suitable supports. Among the immobilized bed reactors, 

spinning disc reactors (see Figure 4d), monolith reactors (see Figure 4c) and 
microreactors have been investigated.  

 

Even though monolith reactors allow operating with high flow rates, low-pressure 

drops, and provide high surface-to-volume ratio, they present low light efficiency 

[52]. The use of microreactors for photocatalytic purposes is perhaps the most 
promising area of research to overcome both photon transfer and mass transfer 

limitations [58]. The use of microscale illumination provides both a large catalyst 

surface area per unit of reactor volume and high illumination efficiency; however, 

their relatively small throughput is the main drawback of microreactors.  

 
Moreover, during the past years, flat-plate photocatalytic reactors (see Figure 4a) have 

been considered as efficient reactors to treat both polluted air and water quickly and 

efficiently [50,54,59,60]. Some of the advantages of these reactors are high surface-

area-to-volume ratio, low pressure drop, relatively uniform distribution of light 
radiation, and flexible enough for large-scale applications [60].  

 

Besides eliminating the need for the catalyst particle separation downstream, the use 

of immobilized catalysts provides at least two other important advantages compared 

to slurry reactors. Firstly, the catalyst film is porous, and thus provides a large surface 
area for the degradation of contaminant molecules [57]. Secondly, when a conductive 

material is used as a support, the catalyst film can be connected to an external 

potential to remove excited electrons and reduce electron-hole recombination [57,61]. 

Nevertheless, when the catalyst is immobilized, mass transfer limitations may arise. 

On the one hand, external mass transfer may limit the degradation rate at low fluid 
flow rate due to the increasing diffusional length of the reactant from the bulk 

solution to the catalyst surface. On the other hand, internal mass transfer limitations 

may be present with increasing catalyst film thickness. These properties of 
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immobilized catalysts usually lead to a lower overall degradation rate compared to 

slurry systems [62].  

2.3. Photocatalytic water decontamination: Influence of 
physical parameters 

To have a rapid photocatalytic reaction rate, several water quality parameters have to 

be ensured. If the water has high turbidity, the presence of such particles will affect 

the optical properties by scattering and absorbing light; thus, impeding the penetration 

of the UV light. According to Gelover [33], in photocatalytic water decontamination, 
the turbidity must be kept below 5 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU).  

 

The presence of inorganic ions can also hamper the photoactivity of the catalyst. 

Overall, at a certain level, the presence of Cu2+, Fe2+, Al3+, Cl-, PO4
3- may have 

negative effects on the photoreaction rate; whereas oxyanions such as ClO2
-, ClO3

-, 
IO4

-, S2O8
-, and BrO3

-, may increase the photoreaction rate by scavenging electrons 

and thus diminishing electron-hole recombination [63]. Because of this, water 

pretreatment with ion exchange resins is one of the few methods that is used to reduce 

inorganic ion disturbances in the photocatalytic activity.  

 
In photocatalytic water treatment, pH is one of the most important operating 

parameters. Any change in the pH will affect the surface charge on the catalyst 

particles, the size of the catalyst aggregates, and the positions of the valence and 

conduction bands [3,64]. Researchers have usually used the point of zero charge 

(PZC) to study the effect pH has on the photodegradation kinetics. The PZC of TiO2 
is a condition where its surface charge is zero (pH=6.5) [64]. In this point, there is an 

absence of any electrostatic force, thus, the interaction between the photocatalyst and 

water contaminants is minimal. Different pH will affect the surface charge density 

according to the following water equilibrium equations:  

pH<PZC: 2TiOH H TiOH        (2.12) 

pH>PZC: 2TiOH OH TiO H O        (2.13) 

 

When the pH is lower than the PZC (Equation (2.12)), the surface charge of the 
catalyst becomes positively charged and attracts the negatively charged compounds. 

On the other hand, when the pH is higher than the PZC (Equation (2.13)), the catalyst 

surface becomes negatively charged and will repulse anionic compounds in water  

[3,64].  

 
Finally, dissolved oxygen also plays an important role in the photocatalytic 

degradation of water contaminants to ensure there are sufficient electron scavengers 

to avoid recombination [3]. According to a study made by Wang and Hong [65], low 

dissolved oxygen, although degrading the contaminant, will hamper its 

mineralization. Nonetheless, the effect of dissolved oxygen in photocatalytic reactions 
has received little attention and its effect on the TiO2 surface photoactivity is not 

clearly known [3].  
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2.4. Photocatalytic degradation of phenol  

In the last decade, extensive studies on the degradation and mineralization of organic 

contaminants have been performed (see for example the review papers: [38,66,67]. 
Special interest has specifically been placed to study the degradation of aromatic 

compounds, including phenol and its derivatives. Usually, the full mineralization of 

aromatic compounds on the surface of titania, proceeds via many steps [68]. Even 

though the determination of the intermediate compounds has been subject of many 

investigations [69–71], a full mechanism has not yet been established [68]. As an 
example, Figure 5 illustrates a possible mechanism for the photomineralization of 

phenol. Here, phenol is hydroxylated by the OH• radicals, which leads to successive 

oxidation/addition until the ring opens. Once the ring is opened, the intermediates, 

which are mostly aldehydes and carboxylic acids are further carboxylated to carbon 

dioxide and water [3].  
 

OH O

O

+

OH OH OHHO OH

OHO

+

HO

OH

HO

HO

OH

+ +

O

OH

+
Formate

Acetate

H2OCO2 + ...

hv
hv

TiO2, H2
TiO2, H2O

 
Figure 5: Possible mechanism of phenol mineralization on TiO2 photocatalyst (after [68]).  
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3. Photoreactor modelling 
Photoreactors can be considered “four phases” systems, where gas, liquid, solid, and 

light are strongly coupled [56]. As a consequence, to efficiently design a photoreactor, 

it is necessary to model the interaction between the catalyst, pollutants, and radiation, 
which makes the optimization of photocatalytic processes very complex [72]. The 

thickness of the catalyst, together with other factors such as porosity, total surface 

area, and light absorption influence the final pollutant conversion and as a 

consequence the overall efficiency of the system [73].  

 
It is important to note that depending on the type of reactor used, being slurry or fixed 

bed, the modelling of the system follows a different approach [74]. In slurry reactors, 

the coupling between mass balance and light is very strong as the dispersed 

photocatalyst particles have strong absorbance and scattering effects which influence 

the light distribution inside the reactor. Thus, the models used usually focus more on 
the light absorption in the reactor whereas the fluid dynamics are usually simplified 

assuming a perfectly mixed reactor [75].  

 

In contrast, in a reactor with immobilized catalyst, the coupling between mass and 

light is less strong as the photocatalyst is deposited as a film and its position never 
changes with respect to the light. Thus, to model these systems, the light model is 

usually simplified and more attention is paid to internal and external mass transfer 

phenomena, which are critical issues in fixed film reactors. External mass transfer 

limitation is typical in flat plate reactors where the flow is poorly mixed due to its 

laminar regime and the pollutant has to travel through many layers of fluid to reach 
the active photocatalyst surface. Internal mass transfer is a phenomenon that occurs in 

porous media and involves the diffusion of a molecule from the external surface of 

the catalyst to the inside of the pore; hence, this phenomenon is of crucial importance 

in the evaluation of the optimal film thickness for porous catalysts [74,75].  

 
A simplified schematic representation of the radiation and pollutant concentration 

profiles in a flat plate fixed film photoreactor where the catalyst is illuminated from 

the liquid-solid interface is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6: Schematic representation of the radiation and pollutant concentration profile in the flat-plate 

photocatalytic reactor considering external mass transfer limitations and light absorption by the flow (after 

[72]) .  
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3.1. Radiation balance  

Knowing that the reaction rate in a photoinduced process is proportional to the 

number of suitable absorbed photons by the catalyst, it is clear that the description of 
the number of photons absorbed by the system is crucial. Many rigorous and 

simplistic models have been proposed to describe the absorption of photons through 

the reactor. This absorbed useful energy has been defined in the literature through a 

property called the Local Volumetric Rate of Energy Absorption (LVREA) [76].  

 
Depending on the physical properties of the reactor, the LVREA can be calculated via 

solving the radiation transport equation (RTE), the Zero Scattering or Zero 

Reflectance Model (ZRM) [77], the Two Flux Model (TFM) [78], or the Six Flux 

Model (SFM) [79]. The rigorous solution of the RTE is usually achieved by 

probabilistic methods such as Monte Carlo simulations [80], or discretization methods 
[81]. However, the solution of such a model is complex and highly computational 

demanding [79]; thus, more simple models such as the ZSM, TFM, and SFM are 

usually employed.  

 

The ZRM [77], also called the Lambert-Beer model, is the simplest model of all and 
considers that the light passes through a fully homogeneous media and there is no 

photon reflection or scattering by particles. Although for homogeneous media the 

ZSM gives a good approximation, it overestimates the rate of photon absorption for 

non-homogeneous systems where the scattering effect cannot be neglected [82].  

 
The TFM developed by Aketa et al [78] is a 1D model that assumes that when a 

photon hits a particle, scattering occurs only in the backward direction. Although this 

model presents a good approximation of the rate of photon absorption, according to 

Dal et al [60], the TFM is only suitable for low concentrations of solid particles where 

the scattering effect is not very significant. The TFM has been successfully applied 
and experimentally validated in flat-plate packed bed photoreactors [60],  in slurry flat 

plate reactors [83] and slurry annular photoreactors [79,84]. 

 

Finally, the SFM proposed by Li Puma et al [79] and Brucato et al [83] is a 3D model 

that considers the effect of both light absorption and scattering. It estimates the 
absorption of photons considering probabilities to the photon scattering in the six 

principal directions. However, this model is much more complex as it considers the 

essence of the rigorous approach [84]. Figure 7 presents a schematic representation of 

the photon fluxes in the TFM and the six principal scattering directions in the SFM.  

 
Figure 7: Schematic representation of (a) photon fluxes in the Two-Flux Model; (b) the six 
principal directions of photon scattering in the Six-Flux Model. (after [85])  
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In a flat plate reactor with the catalyst film at the bottom of the reactor, the ZRM 

should describe accurately the radiation field [86].  In addition, to model the radiation 

field the following assumptions are made:  
 

i. The incident radiant flux is vertical to the reactor  

ii. The reactor is a perfect plane made of non-reflecting and non-absorbing 

materials  

iii. The effect of the interface between photocatalyst and support is negligible 
iv. The catalyst is coated uniformly on the support  

v. The photocatalyst support is made of Pyrex-glass and is completely UVA 

transparent  

vi. The light absorption and scattering of the continuous phase are negligible 

compared with the photocatalyst  
 

The last assumption holds true due to the small thickness of the flat plate reactor and 

that the absorption coefficient of both water and phenol at the UVA wavelength are 

negligible [72]. Therefore, the exponential decay along the photocatalytic film, 

ignoring all possible scattering is described by the Lambert-Beer law:  

 expoE E           (3.1) 

 
Where Eo is the initial photon flux, µ is the extinction coefficient, and σ is the film 

thickness that goes from 0 where the light enters the catalyst, to lgs at the end of the 

catalytic film.  

 

The local rate of photon absorption is then given by the gradient of light intensity in 
the direction of propagation:  

 expa o

dE
e E

d
 


           (3.2) 

 

And in dimensionless form: 

a
a

o

e
E

E 
          (3.3) 
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3.2. Photocatalyst modelling   

To model the pollutant concentration along the photocatalytic film, the catalyst was 

described as a 1-D slab as illustrated in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8: Schematic of the dimensionless concentration profile and the dimensionless rate of 
photon absorption along a 1D slab  

 

Considering reaction and diffusion and steady state operation, the mathematical 
model to compute the pollutant concentration along the slab thickness is:  

2

2
0A

e A

d C
D r

d
          (3.4) 

With the boundary conditions:   

,A A so
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          (3.5) 
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          (3.6) 

 

Where CA is the concentration of the pollutant, rA is the reaction rate, and the effective 
diffusivity, De, is given by:  

eD D



          (3.7)  

 

Where ɛ is the porosity of the catalyst, τ is the tortuosity, and D∞ is the diffusion 
coefficient.  

 

The reaction rate term is assumed to follow the Langmuir-Hinshelwood profile with a 

dependence on the photon absorption rate:  

, 0

, 01

r A zn

A a

A z

k KC
r e

KC





 


        (3.8) 

 
Where kr is the apparent reaction constant, K is the equilibrium adsorption constant, 

CA,z=0 is the concentration at the surface of the catalyst, and the exponent n depends on 

the efficiency of the electron-hole formation and recombination at the surface of the 

catalyst and takes a value between 0.5 and 1 when the reaction is kinetically 

controlled [87]. 
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To make Equation (3.4) dimensionless, two dimensionless numbers have to be 

defined: the dimensionless adsorption constant, ϕ, and the Thiele modulus, Θ. As the 
reaction rate follows a LHHW profile, the Thiele modulus proposed by Petersen [88] 

and Bischoff et al [89] was used and the term accounting for the light absorption was 

added.  

 

,A sKC           (3.9) 
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Thus, in dimensionless form, Equation (3.4) becomes:  
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And the dimensionless boundary conditions:  

1

0
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          (3.12) 
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          (3.13) 

3.3. Fluid dynamic model and material balance along 

the reactor 

 
Figure 9: 3D view of the flat plate photoreactor with the film photocatalyst deposited at the 
bottom    

 

The material balance for the pollutant in the reactor illustrated in Figure 9 is given by:  

   A
A A A

C
C J R

t


     


v       (3.14) 

 

Where CA is the molar concentration of the pollutant, v is the fluid velocity vector, JA 

is the diffusion molar flux, and RA is the volumetric rate of reaction of A. Substituting 

Fick’s law for a constant diffusivity, D, Equation (3.14) becomes:  
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C D C R

t
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Which in rectangular coordinates is:  

      2 2 2

2 2 2

y Ax A z AA A A A
A

v Cv C v CC C C C
D R

t x y z x y z

       
          

          

 (3.16)  

 

To model the material balance in the flat-plate photoreactor, the following 

assumptions are made:  
i. Infinite plate in the y direction since the width of the reactor is many times the 

height of the reactor. As a result, the fluid velocity in the y direction is not 

present and no concentration gradients exist: 
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ii. Fully developed laminar flow regime. Hence, the component vz is equal to 

zero and vx does not change in the axial direction:  
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iii. Diffusion in the axial direction is negligible compared to the convection 

transport, therefore:  
2

2
0AC

D
x





       (3.21) 

iv. Steady state operation:  

0AC

t





       (3.22) 

v. The reaction occurs only on the surface of the catalyst; therefore, the reaction 

term is not present in Equation (3.16) and will be added as a boundary 

condition.  
 

Under these assumptions, Equation (3.16) is simplified to:  
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The boundary conditions to solve Equation (3.23) are:  

i. Pollutant adsorption and reaction on the catalytic surface:  

0

A
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ii. No flow through the top cover of the photoreactor:   
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3.4. Numerical solution  

The radiation profile, the pollutant profile along the photoreactor length, and the 

photocatalyst modelling were solved numerically in Matlab R2016a. The Matlab 
model to compute the radiation profile along the photocatalyst thickness is shown in 

Appendix A. The model of the steady state pollutant concentration along the 

photoreactor length is shown in Appendix B. Here, a 2D second order partial 

differential equation with boundary conditions has the be solved. This was achieved 

using the function pdepe. Finally, the model to analyse the photocatalyst film 
thickness is presented in Appendix C, where a second order ordinary differential 

equation with boundary conditions has to be solved. This was achieved by translating 

the second order differential equation into a system of two first order differential 

equations. Later, they were solved numerically using the function bvp4c.  
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4. Results and Discussion  

4.1. Radiation field and photocatalyst modelling    

Figure 10 presents the dimensionless photon absorption rate for different film 

thickness. The extinction coefficient to compute the photon absorption rate was 
assumed as that determined by Dal et al [60] for Degussa P25 titanium dioxide films 

and has a value of 10206 cm-1. Figure 10 illustrates that increasing the film thickness 

augments the light absorption. For instance, for a thickness of 2µm, 13% of the 

incident light is still transmitted through the reactor wall, whereas when the film has a 

thickness of 5µm, just 1.7% of the incident light is transmitted through the reactor 
wall. Nonetheless, it is important to note that under these conditions, using a film 

thicker than 5µm has no positive results in the energy absorption as almost all light 

has already been absorbed. 

 
Figure 10: Dimensionless photon flux along the photocatalytic film thickness for different film 

thickness  

 

In addition, increasing the film thickness may cause internal mass transfer limitations. 
To determine whether this is the case, the Thiele modulus was computed for each 

catalyst thickness assuming an initial concentration of pollutant of 1 mol m-3 and an 

initial irradiation of 25 W m-2. The diffusion coefficient, reaction constant, and 

adsorption constant were assumed as those determined by Vezzoli et al [72] for the 
degradation of phenol: 9.1x10-10 m2 s-1, 0.5225x10-3 mol m3 m-2 s-1 W-1, and 0.85 m3 

mol-1, respectively. To determine the effective diffusivity through the catalyst, a value 

of √3 was assigned to the tortuosity [90], while the porosity was assumed as 0.56 

[72]. Thus, the effective diffusivity has a value of 2.929x10-10 m2 s-1. Finally, the 

reaction order with respect to the absorption of light, n, was assumed as 1 as the 
intensity used is well below the threshold value of 250 W m2, where an order of 0.5 

may be observed due to electron-hole recombination [21]. 
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Substituting the aforestated values in Equation (3.10), the Thiele modulus are 0.1, 

0.14, 0.18, and 0.22 for a film thickness of 2, 3, 4, and 5µm, respectively. As these 

values are well below 1, it can be assumed that there are no internal diffusion 
limitations [72]. Hereinafter, a value of 4µm will be adopted for the simulations due 

to its good light absorption and small internal diffusion limitations.  

 

Figure 11 illustrates the dimensionless concentration for different film thickness 

(Figure 11a), different dimensionless equilibrium adsorption constant (Figure 11b), 
and different Thiele modulus (Figure 11c).  

 
Figure 11: Dimensionless concentration profile along the catalyst film thickness for (a) different 

catalyst thickness; (b) different equilibrium adsorption constant for a catalyst thickness of 4µm; 
(c) different Thiele modulus for a catalyst thickness of 4µm.   

 

From Figure 11a, it is noted that increasing the film thickness also increases the 

pollutant degradation along the catalyst as there is more surface area to react. Figure 
11b illustrates that the equilibrium adsorption constant plays a major role in the 

pollutant degradation. For example, when its value is two times the base-case value, 

the concentration at the end of the slab is higher. Likewise, when its value is half of 

the base-case, the concentration at the end of the slab is also higher. In the former 

case, the adsorption constant is much higher compared to the desorption constant; 
hence, the desorption limits the overall reaction. In the latter case, the desorption 

constant is much higher compared to the adsorption constant; hence, the adsorption of 

the contaminant onto the catalyst limits the overall reaction. Therefore, the 

importance of effectively design and develop catalysts which facilitate both 
adsorption of the reactants and desorption of the products.  

 

From Figure 11c, it is noted that when the Thiele modulus decreases by half 

compared to the base-scenario, the concentration profile along the slab is rather 

constant. On the other hand, when the Thiele modulus increases compared to the 
base-case scenario, the pollutant concentration decreases much faster. Analyzing 
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Equation (3.10), an increase in the Thiele modulus may be achieved by increasing the 

thickness of the catalytic film, increasing the irradiation intensity, or decreasing the 

effective diffusivity. However, it is important to maintain its value well below 1 as 
mentioned before to not have a diffusion limited reaction.  

4.2. Photoreactor dimensions  

To compute the length of the photoreactor, a volumetric flow rate of water to be 

treated of 0.5 m3 day-1 was assumed with an initial concentration of phenol of 1 mol 

m-3. It was also considered an average sunshine duration of 10 hours, an average 
incident UVA radiation of 25 W m-2, an initial photoreactor height of 1 cm, and a 

photoreactor width of 40 cm.  

 

Figure 12a illustrates a surface of the steady state concentration of the pollutant along 

the photoreactor, whereas Figure 12b illustrates the concentration profile along the 
photoreactor length at different layers of the photoreactor height, z. From both figures, 

it is noted that there is a radial concentration profile, where the concentration of the 

pollutant from the layers close to the catalyst diminishes fast, while the upper layers 

diffuse rather slow to where the reaction takes place. In addition, it is seen that for a 

single-pass reactor, to achieve approximately 95% conversion, the photoreactor length 
has to be around 60 meters.  

 
Figure 12: (a) Outline of the pollutant concentration along the photoreactor; (b) Pollutant 
concentration profile along the photoreactor length at different photoreactor heights, z.  

 

Figure 13 presents the profile of the pollutant conversion at the top layer of the 

photoreactor along the photoreactor length for different values of reaction rates 
(Figure 13a) and different values of diffusion coefficient (Figure 13b). From Figure 

12a, it is important to note that increasing the reaction rate by a factor of two or 

decreasing the reaction rate by half had little effect on the overall conversion along 

the photoreactor length. On the other hand, from Figure 13b, it is noted that the 

diffusion coefficient has a large effect on the overall conversion. For instance, when 
the diffusion coefficient was decreased by half of its initial value, 60 meters were not 

enough to reach 95% conversion of the pollutant, whereas when increasing the 

diffusion coefficient two times, the pollutant is fully degraded at around 40 meters. 

Therefore, in the modelled system, the diffusion of the pollutant from the bulk fluid 

onto the catalyst is what limits the overall reaction rate.  
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Figure 13: Outline of the pollutant conversion at the top area of the reactor along the reactor 
length for (a) different values of reaction rates, and (b) different values of the diffusion coefficient  

 

So far, the photoreactor height has been fixed to 1 cm; however, as the external mass 

transfer from the bulk fluid onto the active catalyst film limits the overall reaction 
rate, to effectively design the photoreactor it is important to explore other reactor 

heights. Figure 14a presents the pollutant conversion at the top layer of the 

photoreactor at various reactor heights, whereas Figure 14b illustrates the residence 

time at some of those reactor heights to achieve 95% conversion. From Figure 14a, it 

is noted that decreasing the photoreactor height has a major effect in the pollutant 
conversion. For example, when the height was decreased from 1cm to 0.2cm, the 

photoreactor length was decreased from around 60 meters to less than 20 meters. 

Likewise, for a photoreactor height of 0.1cm the length to reach 95% conversion is 

around 10 meters. Moreover, from Figure 13b, it is noted that under the assumed 

properties, the optimal photoreactor height is below 0.45cm, as above that value the 
residence time in the reactor exceeds the 10 hours of sun light assumed.  

 
Figure 14: (a) Pollutant conversion varying the photoreactor height; (b) Residence time to 

achieve 95% conversion for different photoreactor height    
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In addition, Figure 15 presents the results of diminishing the photoreactor height even 

further. From Figure 15, it is noted that although decreasing the reactor height 
decreases the reactor length as the system is limited by external diffusion, there is a 

threshold value at which decreasing further the height has no further effect on the 

photoreactor length. For example, when the height of the photoreactor was decreased 

from 0.1cm to 0.01cm, the length to reach 95% conversion from around 10 meters to 

around 6 meters. In contrast, when the photoreactor height was decreased 0.01cm to 
0.001cm, the length to reach 95% had no significant decrease; hence, at this point the 

system becomes kinetically controlled rather than diffusion controlled.  

 
Figure 15: Limiting case of the pollutant conversion at different photoreactor heights  

 

Finally, Figure 16 illustrates the effect of varying the photoreactor width on the 

photoreactor length at different heights to reach 95% conversion. Here, it is noted that 

decreasing the reactor width also diminishes the length of the reactor with a linear 
dependence. For example, at a photoreactor height of 0.1cm the reactor length for a 

width of 0.4m corresponds to approximately 10 meters. In contrast, at the same height 

and augmenting the width to 0.7m, the reactor length decreases approximately by 

half.  

 

 
Figure 16: Photoreactor length to reach 95% conversion for different photoreactor height and 

width  
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5. Conclusions 
A flat plate photoreactor with an immobilized film catalyst deposited at the bottom of 

the reactor to degrade phenol as target contaminant was modelled and designed. 

Based on a Zero Reflectance Model, and assuming there was no photon absorption or 
scattering by the bulk fluid, the local volumetric rate of energy absorption was 

computed along the photocatalyst film. The optimal film thickness was found at 4µm 

as above that value no positive effect on the absorption of energy was observed and 

no internal diffusion limitations were present.  

 
It was noted that for a flat plate fixed film photoreactor, external diffusion of the 

pollutant from the bulk fluid onto the active catalyst is what limits the overall phenol 

degradation. Initially, for a reactor height of 1cm, the photoreactor length to reach 

95% at the top layer of the reactor was around 60 meters. However, when the reactor 

height was diminished, the length of the reactor also decreased until a point where the 
system became kinetically controlled. As the assumed sunlight time was 10 hours, the 

photoreactor height to fulfil the required residence time had to be below 0.45cm, 

corresponding to a reactor length of around 25 meters. In contrast, a reactor height of 

0.1cm had a corresponding reactor length of approximately 10 meters.  
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Notation 

 

c  Dimensionless pollutant concentration  

AC  Pollutant concentration (mol m-3) 

D   Diffusion coefficient (m2 s-1) 

eD   Effective diffusivity (m2 s-1) 

ae   Rate of photon absorption (W m-3) 

aE  Dimensionless rate of photon absorption   

h       Depth (m) 

J       Diffusion flux (mol m-2s-1) 

rk      Apparent rate constant (mol m3 m-2 s-1 W-1) 

K      Adsorption equilibrium constant (m3 mol-1) 

gsl      Thickness of the catalytic film layer (µm) 

n  Order of the reaction with respect to the photon absorption  

Ar  Reaction rate per unit surface area (mol s-1 m-2) 

AR  Volumetric reaction rate of the pollutant (mol s-1 m-3) 

v  Liquid velocity (m s-1) 

v  Velocity vector (m s-1) 

x  Axial direction, photoreactor length (m) 

y  Lateral direction, photoreactor width (m) 

z  Vertical direction, photoreactor height (m) 
Z  Flat plate photoreactor height (m) 

 

Greek letters 

  Catalyst porosity  

  Thiele modulus  

  Extinction coefficient (m-1) 

  Photocatalyst film thickness (m) 

  Dimensionless photocatalyst film thickness  

  Catalyst tortuosity  

  Dimensionless equilibrium adsorption constant 

 
Special characters  

  Vector differential operator  

 Mean value  

  Differential operator 
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Appendix A: Radiation model  
function ZRM_photoreactor 

clc 

clear 

%Lambert Beer law  

Eo=1;%irradiation, dimensionless 

E=25;%W/m2 irradiation  

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

a=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

  

%Different film thickness:  

th1=2;%um 

th2=3;%um 

th3=4;%um 

th4=5;%um 

  

x1=0:0.01:th1; 

x2=0:0.01:th2; 

x3=0:0.01:th3; 

x4=0:0.01:th4; 

  

l1=x1./th1; 

l2=x2./th2; 

l3=x3./th3; 

l4=x4./th4; 

%Lambert beer law: 

E1=Eo*exp(-alpha*x1); 

E2=Eo*exp(-alpha*x2); 

E3=Eo*exp(-alpha*x3); 

E4=Eo*exp(-alpha*x4); 

  

%Energy absorption 

ea1=a*E*exp(-alpha*x1); 

Ea1=ea1/(E*a); 

ea2=a*E*exp(-alpha*x2); 

Ea2=ea2/(E*a); 

ea3=a*E*exp(-alpha*x3); 

Ea3=ea3/(E*a); 

ea4=a*E*exp(-alpha*x4); 

Ea4=ea4/(E*a); 

figure(1) %Photon absorption  

plot(l1,Ea1) 

hold on 

plot(l2,Ea2) 

hold on 

plot(l3,Ea3) 

hold on 

plot(l4,Ea4) 

hold on 

legend('l_{gs}=2\mum','l_{gs}=3\mum','l_{gs}=4\mum','l_{gs}=5\mum') 

xlabel('$\bar{\sigma}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('E_{a} [-]') 

  

end 
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Appendix B: Photoreactor length: steady state 
%% Model of a photoreactor to compute the length at steady state 

conditions 

%The equation to be solved is: -v*dC/dx+D*d^2C/dz^2=0  

%with the boundary conditions: at the top of the reactor dC/dz=0 

%and at the bottom the reaction: D*dC/dz=-rA (the reaction takes 

place)                        

function model_photoreactor_length 

clear 

clc 

  

%% Reactor dimensions  

global H; %height of the reactor  

H=0.01; %m 

global L; %length of the reactor 

L=60; 

global W;%width of the reactor  

W=0.4; 

Water=0.05;%flow in m3 per day 

t_sun=10;%assuming 10 hours of sun per day 

global Q; 

Q=Water/(t_sun*3600); %m3/s of water to be treated  

%% Physicochemical properties  

global D; 

D=9.1e-10; %diffusion coefficient [m2/s] 

global Cao; 

Cao=1; %mol/m3 

global th; 

th=4e-6;%catalytic film thickness [m] 

global alpha; 

alpha=1.02e6;%[m-1] Extinction coefficient film  

global E; 

E=25;% Intensity W/m2 

global n; 

n=1; %reaction order with respect to the light absorption  

global k; 

k=0.5226e-3; % reaction constant molm^2/m^2sW  

global KA; 

KA=0.85;% adsorption contant m3/mol  

  

%% Solution  

m=0; %for the flat plate (cartesian coordinates)   

zmesh=linspace(0,H,200); %thickness of the photoreactor [m] 

xspan=linspace(0,L,200); %length of the photoreactor [m] 

sol=pdepe(m,@pdefun,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh,xspan); 

u=sol(:,:,1); 

  

    subplot(1,2,1) 

        surf(zmesh,xspan,u)  

        xlabel('Photoreactor height [m]') 

        ylabel('Photoreactor length [m]')  

        zlabel('Pollutant concentration [mol/m^3]') 

        title('(a)') 

    subplot(1,2,2) 

        plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,10)) 

        hold on  

        plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,20)) 

        hold on 

        plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,50)) 
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        hold on 

        plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,100)) 

        hold on 

        plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,end)) 

        %title('Conversion profile at different depths') 

        xlabel('Photoreactor length [m]') 

        ylabel('Pollutant concentration [mol/m^3]') 

        legend('z=0.0005m', 'z=0.001m', 'z=0.0025m', 

'z=0.005m','z=0.01m') 

        title('(b)') 

end 

%% Function to be solved  

function[c,f,s]=pdefun(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global Q; 

global H;  

global W; 

global D; 

As=H*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

%% Initial conditions  

function u0=pdeic(x) 

global Cao; 

u0=Cao;  

end 

%% Boundary conditions 

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 

%   This model solves the material balance along the photoreactor 

%   for different reactor heights  

%   The equation to be solved is: -v*dCA/dx+D*d^2CA/dz^2=0  

%   with the boundary conditions: at the top of the reactor dC/dz=0 

%   and at the bottom the reaction: D*dC/dz=-rA (the reaction takes 

place) 

%   The pdepe solver can solve equations of the form:  

%   c(x,t,y,du/dx)*du/dt=x^-m*d/dx(d^m f(x,t,u,du/dx)) + 

s(x,t,u,du/dx) 

%   Let c=v/D, t->x, x->z, u->C 

 function Photoreactor_diff_heights 

    clear 

    clc 

 %% Photoreactor dimensions  

 %Flow rate 

 global Q 

 t=10; %hours  
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 Flow=0.05;%m3/day  

 Q=Flow/(t*3600);%m3/s 

 %Photoreactor heights  

 global z1 

 z1=0.001; 

 global z2 

 z2=0.002; 

 global z3 

 z3=0.003; 

 global z4 

 z4=0.005; 

 global z5 

 z5=0.01; 

 %Photoreactor dimensions  

 global H 

 H=60;%m 

 global W 

 W=0.4;%m 

 %% Physicochemical properties 

 global CAo 

 CAo=1; %initial concentration 

 global k 

 k=0.5226e-3; % reaction constant 

 global D 

 D=9.1e-10; %diffusion coefficient [m2/s] 

 global E %Irradiation W/m2 

 E=25; 

 global n %reaction order with respect to the light absorption  

 n=1; 

 global KA %equilibrium adsorption constant 

 KA=0.85; 

%% Solution  

m=0; %(cartesian coordinates)   

zmesh_z1=linspace(0,z1,500);  

zmesh_z2=linspace(0,z2,500);  

zmesh_z3=linspace(0,z3,500);  

zmesh_z4=linspace(0,z4,500);  

zmesh_z5=linspace(0,z5,500);  

xspan=linspace(0,H,500);  

  

sol_z1=pdepe(m,@pdefun_z1,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh_z1,xspan); 

u_z1=sol_z1(:,:,1); 

sol_z2=pdepe(m,@pdefun_z2,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh_z2,xspan); 

u_z2=sol_z2(:,:,1); 

sol_z3=pdepe(m,@pdefun_z3,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh_z3,xspan); 

u_z3=sol_z3(:,:,1); 

sol_z4=pdepe(m,@pdefun_z4,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh_z4,xspan); 

u_z4=sol_z4(:,:,1); 

sol_z5=pdepe(m,@pdefun_z5,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh_z5,xspan); 

u_z5=sol_z5(:,:,1); 

    subplot(1,2,1) 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u_z1(:,end)) 

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u_z2(:,end)) 

    hold on  

    plot(xspan(end,:),u_z3(:,end)) 

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u_z4(:,end)) 

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u_z5(:,end)) 
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    %title('Conversion profile at different heights') 

    title('(a)') 

    xlabel('Photoreactor length [m]') 

    ylabel('Pollutant conversion [-]') 

    legend('Z=0.1cm','Z=0.2cm','Z=0.3cm', 'Z=0.5cm', 'Z=1cm') 

     

    %Computing the residence time  

    %Finding the length of the reactor to reach 95% conversion  

X_point=xspan(end,:); 

Y_point_uz1 = u_z1(:,end); 

Y_point_uz2 = u_z2(:,end); 

Y_point_uz3 = u_z3(:,end); 

Y_point_uz4 = u_z4(:,end); 

%     Y_point_uz5 = u_z5(:,end); 

xDesired_uz1 = interp1(Y_point_uz1,X_point,0.05); 

xDesired_uz2 = interp1(Y_point_uz2,X_point,0.05); 

xDesired_uz3 = interp1(Y_point_uz3,X_point,0.05); 

xDesired_uz4 = interp1(Y_point_uz4,X_point,0.05); 

%      xDesired_uz5 = interp1(Y_point_uz5,X_point,0.05,'cubic'); 

  

v_z1=Q/(W*z1); 

v_z2=Q/(W*z2); 

v_z3=Q/(W*z3); 

v_z4=Q/(W*z4); 

  

tao_uz1=xDesired_uz1/(v_z1*3600); 

tao_uz2=xDesired_uz2/(v_z2*3600); 

tao_uz3=xDesired_uz3/(v_z3*3600); 

tao_uz4=xDesired_uz4/(v_z4*3600); 

tao=[tao_uz1 tao_uz2 tao_uz3 tao_uz4]; 

z=[z1 z2 z3 z4];  

    subplot(1,2,2) 

    plot(z.*100,tao,'--*') 

    xlabel('Photoreactor height [cm]') 

    ylabel('Residence time [h]') 

    title('(b)') 

 end 

 %% Function to be solved  

function[c,f,s]=pdefun_z1(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global z1; 

global Q; 

global D; 

global W; 

As=z1*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor.  

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[c,f,s]=pdefun_z2(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global z2; 

global Q; 

global D; 

global W; 

As=z2*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[c,f,s]=pdefun_z3(x,t,u,DuDx) 
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global z3; 

global Q; 

global D; 

global W; 

As=z3*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[c,f,s]=pdefun_z4(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global z4; 

global Q; 

global D; 

global W; 

As=z4*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[c,f,s]=pdefun_z5(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global z5; 

global Q; 

global D; 

global W; 

As=z5*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor.  

v=Q/As;  

D=9.1e-10;  

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

%% Initial conditions  

function u0=pdeic(x) 

global CAo; 

u0=CAo;  

end 

%% Boundary conditions  

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global n; 

global k; 

global KA; 

th=4e-6;%catalytic film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.02e6;%[m-1] Extinction coefficient film  

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

pl=rA; 

ql=1;  

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 

%   This model computes the comparison between the diffusion and 

reaction rates of  

%   the pollutant degradation at the top zone of the photoreactor  

%   The equation to be solved is: -v*dC/dx+D*d^2C/dz^2=0  

%   with the boundary conditions: at the top of the reactor dC/dz=0 

%   and at the bottom the reaction: D*dC/dz=-rA (the reaction takes 

place)                        

function model_photoreactor_length_diffD_R 
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clear 

clc 

%% Reactor dimensions  

global H; %height of the reactor  

H=0.01; %m 

global L; %length of the reactor 

L=60;%m 

global W;%width of the reactor  

W=0.4;%m 

Water=0.05;%flow in m3 per day 

t_sun=10;%assuming 10 hours of sun per day 

global Q; 

Q=Water/(t_sun*3600); %m3/s of water to be treated  

%% Physicochemical properties  

global D; 

D=9.1e-10; %diffusion coefficient [m2/s] 

global Cao; 

Cao=1; %mol/m3 

global th; 

th=4e-6;%catalytic film thickness [m] 

global alpha; 

alpha=1.02e6;%[m-1] Extinction coefficient film  

global E; 

E=25;% Intensity W/m2 

global n; 

n=1; %reaction order with respect to the light absorption  

global k; 

k=0.5226e-3; % reaction constant molm^2/m^2sW  

global KA; 

KA=0.85;% adsorption contant m3/mol  

%% Solution  

m=0; %for the flat plate (cartesian coordinates)   

zmesh=linspace(0,H,200); %thickness of the photoreactor [m] 

xspan=linspace(0,L,200); %length of the photoreactor [m] 

%Initial conditions 

sol=pdepe(m,@pdefun,@pdeic,@pdebc,zmesh,xspan);  

u=sol(:,:,1);  

%Faster reaction rate 

sol1=pdepe(m,@pdefun,@pdeic,@pdebc1,zmesh,xspan);  

u1=sol1(:,:,1);  

%Slower reaction rate 

sol2=pdepe(m,@pdefun,@pdeic,@pdebc2,zmesh,xspan);  

u2=sol2(:,:,1);  

%Higher diffusion coefficient  

sol3=pdepe(m,@pdefun3,@pdeic,@pdebc3,zmesh,xspan);  

u3=sol3(:,:,1);  

%Lower diffusion coefficient  

sol4=pdepe(m,@pdefun4,@pdeic,@pdebc4,zmesh,xspan); %Diffusion 2 times 

slower 

u4=sol4(:,:,1); %Diffusion 2x slower 

  

subplot(1,2,1) %Effect of the reaction rate  

    plot(xspan(end,:),u2(:,end))    

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,end)) 

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u1(:,end)) 

    %title('Conversion profile at different depths') 

    xlabel('Photoreactor length [m]') 

    ylabel('Pollutant conversion [-]') 

    legend( '-1/2r_{A}','-r_{A}', '-2r_{A}') 
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    title('(a)') 

subplot(1,2,2) %effect of the diffusion  

    plot(xspan(end,:),u4(:,end))   

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u(:,end)) 

    hold on 

    plot(xspan(end,:),u3(:,end)) 

    %title('Conversion profile at different depths') 

    xlabel('Photoreactor length [m]') 

    ylabel('Pollutant conversion [-]') 

    legend('1/2D','D', '2D') 

    title('(b)') 

end 

%% function to be solved  

function[c,f,s]=pdefun(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global Q; 

global H; 

global W; 

global D; 

As=H*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/D; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

%% Initial conditions  

function u0=pdeic(x) 

global Cao; 

u0=Cao;  

end 

%% Boundary conditions  

% Base case scenario  

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 

% Faster reaction rate  

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc1(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-2*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 
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qr=1; 

end 

% Slower reaction rate  

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc2(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1/2*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 

% Higher diffusion coefficient  

function[c,f,s]=pdefun3(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global Q; 

global H;  

global W; 

global D; 

De=2*D; 

As=H*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/De; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc3(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 

global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 

% Lower diffusion coefficient   

function[c,f,s]=pdefun4(x,t,u,DuDx) 

global Q; 

global H;  

global W; 

global D; 

De=0.5*D; 

As=H*W;%cross-sectional area of the reactor 

v=Q/As; %velocity 

c=v/De; 

f=DuDx; 

s=0; 

end 

function[pl,ql,pr,qr]=pdebc4(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

global E; 
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global alpha; 

global th; 

global KA; 

global k; 

global n; 

Ea_avg=alpha*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

rA=-1*Ea_avg^n*k*KA.*ul./(1+KA.*ul); %reaction rate  

  

pl=rA; 

ql=1; 

pr=0; 

qr=1; 

end 
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Appendix C: Photocatalyst modelling  
function slab_photoreactor_concentration 

clear  

clc  

global n; 

n=1; 

global E; 

E=25; 

global k; 

k=0.5226e-3; %kinetic constant [mol*m^2/(m^2*s*W)] 

global K; 

K=0.85; %adsorption constant [m3/mol] 

global De; 

De=2.929e-10; %diffusion coefficient [m2/s] 

global CAs; 

CAs=1; 

  

solinit=bvpinit(0:0.0001:1,[1,1]); 

%Concentration at different catalyst thickness  

sol=bvp4c(@base,@bcs,solinit); 

sol2th=bvp4c(@thickness2,@bcs,solinit); 

sol5th=bvp4c(@thickness5,@bcs,solinit); 

subplot(2,2,1) 

plot(sol2th.x,sol2th.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol5th.x,sol5th.y(1,:)); 

legend('l_{gs}=3\mum','l_{gs}=4\mum','l_{gs}=5\mum') 

xlabel('$\bar{\sigma}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('$\bar{c}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

title('(a)') 

%different eq adsorption constants  

sol02ads=bvp4c(@ads02,@bcs,solinit); 

sol05ads=bvp4c(@ads05,@bcs,solinit); 

sol2ads=bvp4c(@ads2,@bcs,solinit); 

sol3ads=bvp4c(@ads3,@bcs,solinit); 

subplot(2,2,2) 

plot(sol02ads.x,sol02ads.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol05ads.x,sol05ads.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol2ads.x,sol2ads.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(sol3ads.x,sol3ads.y(1,:)); 

legend('0.2\phi_{0}','0.5\phi_{0}','\phi_{0}','2\phi_{0}','3\phi_{0}'

) 

xlabel('$\bar{\sigma}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('$\bar{c}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

title('(b)') 

%different thiele modulus  

soltm05=bvp4c(@tm05,@bcs,solinit); 

soltm2=bvp4c(@tm2,@bcs,solinit); 

soltm3=bvp4c(@tm3,@bcs,solinit); 

subplot(2,2,3.5) 

plot(soltm05.x,soltm05.y(1,:)); 

hold on 
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plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(soltm2.x,soltm2.y(1,:)); 

hold on 

plot(soltm3.x,soltm3.y(1,:)); 

legend('0.5\Theta_{0}','\Theta_{0}','2\Theta_{0}','3\Theta_{0}') 

xlabel('$\bar{\sigma}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

ylabel('$\bar{c}$ [-]','Interpreter','latex') 

title('(c)') 

  

end 

  

function dydx=base(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

  

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

  

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

  

%% Effect of different photocatalytic thickness  

function dydx=thickness2(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

a=3e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=3;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=thickness5(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

a=5e-6; %film thickness [m] 
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alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=5;%um 

  

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

%% Effect of the equilibrium adsorption constant 

function dydx=ads02(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

  

KA=0.2*K; %adsorption constant [m3/mol] 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=KA*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*KA*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=ads05(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

  

KA=0.5*K; %adsorption constant [m3/mol] 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=KA*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*KA*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=ads2(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 
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global n; 

KA=2*K; %adsorption constant [m3/mol] 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=KA*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*KA*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=ads3(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

  

KA=3*K; %adsorption constant [m3/mol] 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th));  

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

%% Effect of the thiele modulus  

function dydx=tm05(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

  

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m]  

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th));  

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=0.5*Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=tm2(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 
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global K; 

global n; 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

  

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=2*Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

function dydx=tm3(x,y) 

global CAs; 

global De; 

global k; 

global E; 

global K; 

global n; 

a=4e-6; %film thickness [m] 

alpha=1.0222;%um-1 Extinction coefficient film  

alpha_=1.0222e6;%m-1 ectinction coefficient for ea 

th=4;%um 

Ea=alpha_*E/(alpha*th)*(1-exp(-alpha*th)); 

  

Theta=K*CAs;  

Gamma=3*Theta./(Theta+1).*((k*K*a^2.*(Ea).^n)./(2*De*(Theta-

log(1+Theta)))).^0.5; 

dydx(1)=y(2); 

dydx(2)=Gamma.^2.*y(1)./(1+Theta.*y(1)); 

end 

%% Boundary conditions  

%boundary conditions y'(a)=0, y(b)=1 (a,b)=(0,1) 

function res=bcs(ya,yb) 

res=[ya(1)-1;yb(2)]; 

end 

 


